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”Less is more." –Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
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MINIMALISM (VISUAL ART)

Where did Minimalism come from?

The term Minimalist is often applied colloquially to designate or suggest anything which is spare or stripped
to its absolute essentials. The roots of minimalism as we know it today can be traced to a three key periods :

• De Stijl art movement: Between 1917 and the 1930s, “de stijl” – Dutch for “the style” – pushed simple and
more abstract ideas with a focus on color and form using lines, rectangles, white and black, and primary
colors.

• Architects such as Van Der Rohe: The post World War I architect used materials with clean lines, simple
structural frameworks and plenty of open space.

• Traditional Japanese design: When you think of traditional Japanese culture, simplicity and Zen may come
to mind, these elements are part of the culture from clothing to pottery to other designs.
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MINIMALISM IN ART HISTORY

De Stijl

De Stijl (Dutch for “The Style“), also known as
neoplasticism, was an artistic movement in the
Netherlands. It began in 1917 and faded around
1931. Its leading figure was Theo van Doesburg &
Piet Mondrian.

This movement existed only for a short time but layed
the foundations of minimalism.

The major principles of this movement are simplified
visual compositions of colour, line, form – were used
only in their purest, most fundamental state: only
primary colours and non-colours, only squares and
rectangles, only straight and horizontal or vertical
lines.

Tableau I, 1921 by Piet Mondrian 
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INFLUENCES ON ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

His principles are still in use today – not only in
architecture but in design as well. He is also the author
of the “Less Is More” motto, which is one of the main
principles of minimalism.

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969).
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INFLUENCES ON ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Traditional Japanese Design

Traditional Japanese design (i.e. before the influence
of the West) with its simplicity and clean forms is
considered another predecessor of minimalism.

This is a reflection of Japanese culture itself where
simplicity has long been prized, and all that’s not
essential to the functionality of a thing is not
included in its design.
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MINIMALIST TYPOGRAPHY

Google logotype from time to time. Images 
taken from Wikipedia.

Fonts in Minimalism

Simple forms apply to fonts as well. 
Minimalist fonts are crisp, 
straightforward, and basically they 
lack any decorations. Serifs are not 
forbidden by default but they are 
rarely used.
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MINIMALIST TYPOGRAPHY

Helvetica is a font that is related to both modernism and 
minimalism.

It was created back in 1957. By today’s standards, it’s 
not a notably stripped back construction, but for its 
time, it was revolutionary, as most of the dominant fonts 
were much more heavily ornamented.
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FLAT & METRO DESIGN

Flat & Metro design are the recent trend in today’s 
modern design, especially in digital market.
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Minimalism in board-game design is basically the same with other design approach. Below are a few
ideas about introducing minimalism into the aesthetic design in board-game.

• Limited color palette
• Contrast
• Simple shapes or silhouettes
• Blank or empty space
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Limited Color Palette
Colors can represent emotions, moods, locations, temperatures, and personalities. It means the designer only 
need to use a certain color to use in the visual development. This is an example of color palette from the 
boardgame Deep Sea Adventure by Oink Games.

Color Contrast
When using limited visual assets, the contrast between those assets becomes just as important as the assets
themselves.
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Blank Space
Blank or empty space between assets should be 
used to your advantage when dealing with a 
limited number of elements.

Simple Shapes or Silhouette
Use simple and recognizable shapes. Learn about 
the importance of silhouettes. Take the most 
detailed element in your scene and reduce it to a 
single color.
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images taken from secrethitler.com and 
boardgamegeek.com

Secret Hitler visual development is a great
example for applying minimalist design. The
designer simplified its design little by little
until he got the exact style that matched
every component in the game.
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images from boardgamegeek.com

Copacabana prototype looks very minimalist.
Game designers tend to use this kind of visual
style before reaching their potential
publisher.
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FULL PACKAGE MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com

Mint Works also applied minimalism in their
visual style. Every single color is associated
with their own content or function in the
game. They also used a simple symbolism in a
silhouette like style.
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FULL PACKAGEMINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com

Oink Games is renowned for its clean and flat
styled design for their games.
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TEXT-BASEDMINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com

Text-based games usually didn’t use much
graphic or illustration because the most
important element is the text itself. Even if
they do have an illustration, they probably
would keep it to the minimum.
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com

Glory to Rome for the European market looks
very different to the Kickstarter blackbox
edition. The Kickstarter version of this game is
redesigned with a minimalist design-led
visual style.
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RE-DESIGNED (TARGET MARKET PURPOSE)MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

Yardmaster redesigned by the publisher into
Aramini Circus in order to meet their family-
friendly market. It changes the whole flat
design-led visual into a full polished
illustration.

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

No thanks! also get redesigned by a new
publisher . Now it looks more like modern flat
and clean design.

Images taken from boardgamegeek.com
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PROS & CONS OF MINIMALIST DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

THE PROS OF MINIMALIST DESIGN
• It eliminates distractions. It focuses a player’s attention on exactly what you want them to see. The lack of

additional elements also means that a player can quickly get into to your content.
• Clean, readable typography. The absence of shadows and other effects (glow, outline, emboss, etc.) makes

text easier to read.
• It can help you achieve better quality print, with less worry about colors or improper cuts.
• If a ton of content can be displayed in a minimalist approach and players can comprehend it, then it works.

THE CONS OF MINIMALIST DESIGN
• It’s very difficult to stand out above the crowd.
• If the theme of the game isn’t suitable with this approach, it will ruin the player’s experience. Especially

character based games.
• If the game itself doesn’t count heavily on the aesthetic aspects (e.g. text-based games), it will depend a

lot on the dynamics of the game-play.
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MINIMALIST ART & DESIGN IN BOARDGAMES

The replayabilty value really depends on the game-play mechanics. For example, on the surface Uno
seems pretty dull in design/art (colors and numbers). However, the fun isn’t in the rules or the design/art, but
the dynamics of the players interaction.
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MINIMALIST VIDEOGAMES

Thomas Was Alone is an
example of a great video games
doesn’t always need a
sophisticated visual. The game is
a puzzle plat-former and rich in
narrative storytelling. It is great
because it makes us care about
the characters that are nothing
more than a colored rectangles.

Images taken from tvtropes.org



“Simple can be harder than complex.” –Steve Jobs
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